
Looking for a way to keep up with your German this 
summer (or all year long)? 

 
There is no summer project, but here are some resources for you to keep your German skills 

sharp, learn some new vocabulary and culture, and have some fun at the same time! 
 

Logo!  Can you make it through the summer without seeing Tim and Jennie, or watching 
Sherif dance?  New episodes of Logo! are posted daily, so it’s a great way for you to improve 
your German AND stay up to date on current events! 
 

Instagram:  Follow a few German Instagram accounts and get some language into your 
daily feed!  Look at this list for just a few of the many great German Instagram accounts you 
can follow! 
 

Music:  Spotify and other music services offer hundreds of playlist options.  If you’re into 
pop, try “ Popcast: New Sounds from Germany.”  If you want something a little less polished, 
try “ German Post-Punk/Indie/Pop .”  Germany also has a thriving hip-hop scene: give “ Modus 
Mio ” a listen! 

If you’re curious about the meaning of songs, it’s easy to google the song title plus  
“lyrics in English” to learn more. 

 

Podcasts: There are lots of great podcasts to listen to.  Here is an article with some 
suggestions .  I haven’t listened to all of them, but I like News in Slow German and Warum 
Nicht . 
 

Movies and TV:  Here are articles with recommendations for German movies and TV 
shows  on Netflix and Amazon Prime.  

● For movies, I recommend Sophie Scholl: die Letzten Tage or Drei Türken und ein Baby . 
● There are many more options for TV shows and mini-series than movies!  Try out Tatort 

(it’s like German Law and Order), Türkisch für Anfänger  (one of Germany’s most 
popular comedies of all time), or Wer kann, der kann! (Nailed it! Germany). 

 
I have not watched all of these, so make sure your parents approve of the content.  I’d love to 
know what you think! 
 
There is even a Google Chrome extension called  Learning Languages with Netflix  that make 
the subtitles more interactive and helpful. 
 

Viel Spaß und schöne Sommerferien! 


